SageCircle’s AR Briefings

Twitter 101
An introduction to micro‐blogging
Do you tweet?
One of the new social media tools that could be useful for analyst
relations is the micro‐blog (e.g., Twitter, Jaiku and Pownce). Micro‐blogs
enable users to type brief text updates (e.g., 140 characters for Twitter)
and post them to be viewed by either anyone or by a limited group. It
resembles instant messaging in its brevity, but offers one‐to‐many
distribution and message archiving capabilities.
In this SageCircle AR Briefing, we provide AR teams with a quick
introduction to micro‐blogging using the most popular service as an
example. The goal is to help you get up‐to‐speed on the implications of
micro‐blogging for AR so that you can make the important decision
whether to add Twitter to your mix of interactions.

Actionable & Succinct
SageCircle’s AR Briefings are developed to
provide practical, actionable best practices in
a short and succinct manner. There is ample
time for questions and answers to
complement the presentation.
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Research…Experience…Insights…Training…Advisory

Key Issues addressed in this AR Briefing
• What is micro‐blogging
•
•
•
•

Getting started on Twitter
Tools and tips on being an efficient Twitter user
The SageCircle survey of analysts on Twitter
How Twitter can fit into the mix of interactions

The SageCircle Advantage
– We’re ready when you need us
• Created Analyst Twitter Directory
• Highly visible user of Twitter
• Extensive user of other social media
• Actively researching analyst micro‐
blogging

What clients say…
“SageCircle is a client‐focused organization that has the most advanced perspective on AR that you will
find. However, they are deeply rooted in what is practical because of their background as AR
practitioners who actually had to deliver to demanding bosses. SageCircle has the portfolio of services
and knowledge to help you take your program to the next level.”
Peggy O’Neill, former VP of Analyst Relations, Oracle

Convenience
Pricing:
• $495
• Part of Annual Advisory
• Webinar‐delivered

Many organizations have time‐consuming procurement
processes… but you need to work with a Strategist NOW!
SageCircle gives you the flexibility to use a credit card to
quickly set up an account to access SageCircle’s expertise.
We will credit the price of an AR Briefing purchase towards
an upgrade to Annual Advisory if done within 30 days.
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